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Abstract : The analogue time expansion technique,

where the time interval to be measured is stretched by a

factor k, can be realized with current integration. This

kind of time stretcher can be used as a time domain

amplifier to improve the precision of the time to digital

conversion. Two specific circuit techniques have been

investigated for the realization of a time stretcher in a

CMOS technology. A comparison has been made be-

tween a Miller and an open-loop integrator based time

stretcher with respect to the available linearity, power

consumption and circuit area. The simulations show

that the open loop approach with carefully optimized

circuit configurations may lead to a compact and low

power single photon avalanche diode pixel configura-

tion with the required time amplification property. The

application field for the studied techniques in this work

is the on-pixel-based time interval measurement unit in

3D time-of-flight cameras based on a 2D single photon

avalanche diode array.
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1 Introduction

Two dimensional solid-state image sensors can only cap-

ture the two-dimensional projection or image intensity

map of a scene, discarding all information regarding dis-

tance to different areas of the scene. In contrast, three

dimensional image sensors attempt to measure this dis-

tance by using time of flight. This time of flight is re-

lated to the illumination of flash from the camera to

the scene and back to the camera. Time resolved im-

age sensors offer great potential for the development

and automation in machine vision where it is needed

to extract the distance information of the objects in

the scene [1]. In 3D TOF cameras time information is

processed from each pixel to compute the distance in-

formation [2]. The aim of this work is to develop a low

power on-pixel time stretcher to improve the precision

and to simplify the measurement of the arrival times

of the measured pixel responses. It is believed that the

proposed pixel architecture results in low overall power

consumption and high integration level in parallel array

architectures, especially for portable devices.

Due to high propagation velocity of electromagnetic

waves such as light, very high time resolution is re-

quired. As a reference, the distances 1 cm and 20 m

corresponds to 67 ps and 133 ns [3]. Time interval mea-

surement methods are reported by using techniques ei-

ther digitally, analogically or by interpolation depend-

ing on the targeted application [3] [4]. The proposed

analogue time expansion technique is based on a cur-

rent integration technique where the time interval to be

measured is stretched by a known factor k [5]. The time

stretching method is known for its good achievable res-

olution as reported in nuclear physics experiments, and

in precision laser ranging systems for space applications

[6] [7]. The expanded time interval thus obtained can be

measured by a global on-chip TDC with improved reso-

lution [8]. The time stretching method involves two con-

versions: time to charge and charge to time. Whereas

these are performed in each individual pixel, the final

time to digital conversion is performed by the global

TDC.

Fig. 1 shows a simplified front-end circuit of the con-

cept for a 3D TOF camera. Radiation from a pulsed

laser diode with ultra fast rise time will illuminate the
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Fig. 1: Time-of-flight distance measurement system us-

ing per pixel time stretcher and Global TDC

scene and set a start timing mark for the time mea-

surement. The reflected photons absorbed by a sin-

gle photon avalanche diode (SPAD) operating in the

Geiger mode may trigger a current avalanche [9]. This

avalanche current is quenched by using appropriate quen-

ching techniques i.e., active quenching, passive quench-

ing or mixed active and passive quenching and a digital

pulse is generated that will set a stop timing mark [9].

In a time-stretcher a capacitor is charged from the

rising edge of the start timing mark until the rising

edge of the stop mark with a constant current. This

analogue electrical storage is then exploited as a time

stretcher based on the analogue time expansion where

the charged capacitor is then discharged with a much

smaller current. This discharge (stretch) time interval

can be measured by an on-chip multiphase ring oscilla-

tor based TDC by counting full clock cycles and storing

the states of the ring oscillator with-in the clock period

to obtain improved resolution.

In this work two types of time stretchers have been

investigated and compared in terms of linearity, sta-

bility, power consumption and compactness to select a

suitable time stretching approach for further integra-

tion with the on-chip TDC. The first time stretcher is

based on an opamp Miller-integrator and the second

one is a wide swing cascode current source/sink based

on open loop integration. They are presented in sections

2 and 3 respectively.

2 Time stretcher based on a Miller-integrator

The Miller-integrator based time stretcher works on

the principle of current integration where the conver-

sion capacitor, located in the feedback path of an oper-

ational amplifier, is charged by a constant current from

the rising edge of the Start signal until the rising edge
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Fig. 2: Simplified schematic of Miller-integrator based

time stretcher

of the Stop signal. As the feedback keeps the voltage

across the current source, the output impedance is (ide-

ally ) unimportant. After integration, the capacitor is

discharged with a much smaller current to exploit the

idea of analogue time expansion with an appropriate

stretch factor.

2.1 Conversion stage and time stretching

The conversion stage generates a linearly increasing

voltage across the conversion capacitor, directly propor-

tional to the Start-Stop interval, charging the capacitor

with constant current I1. The conversion capacitor is

then discharged with the current I2 by the start-stretch

signal where I1/I2 = k. A simplified schematic of ana-

logue part of time stretcher and simulations are shown

in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 respectively. The time stretching

operation can be divided into four parts:

– During the idle state the time stretcher is ready to

accept a new Start signal: Start-Stop signals are low,

the analogue gate is on creating a low resistance

path in parallel with the conversion capacitor. The

charging current I1 passes the analogue gate with-

out charging the capacitor. Vref (e.g 300 mV) is the

initial value of the time proportional output voltage

that can be generated by a temperature compen-

sated reference circuit.

– The idle state is followed by the conversion state at

the arrival of the Start signal, in this state the Stop

signal is still low, for the duration of this state the

constant current I1 charges the capacitor.

The value for the conversion capacitor is selected

to 300 fF as a trade-off between SPAD and time

stretcher area, considering fill factor and performance.

The voltage across the capacitor increases linearly

with 32 mV/ns rate. The constant integration cur-
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Fig. 3: Miller-Integrator based time stretcher

rent of 10 µA is used to exploit the maximum 2.6 V

output dynamic range of the operational amplifier.

– After the rising edge of the Stop signal both Start-

Stop signals are high, which make the voltage across

the capacitor constant until a preset global timeout

(corresponding to maximum distance measurement

has expired).

– The final state is the discharge state. The rising edge

of the Start-Stretch signal will start the discharge of

the capacitor with a much smaller current for the

analogue time expansion as shown in Fig. 3. The

stretched time can be measured by a multiphase

ring oscillator based on-chip TDC, where a counter

will count full clock cycles and an interpolator will

determine the timing position within the clock cycle

with improved resolution.

2.2 Operational amplifier

The two stage operational amplifier used in Miller-integ-

rator based time stretcher has an input differential tran-

sconductance stage with pmos input that is followed by

a common source second stage [10]. The common source

output stage is optimized for the supply of an integra-

tion current with small area occupation and to maxi-

mize the output signal swing for a given supply volt-

age. The effect of a pole-splitting capacitor on the gain

and phase of an opamp has been modified to improve

the frequency response of the amplifier. The amplifier

has unity gain bandwidth (UGB) of 471 MHz, with 71o

phase margin. In the opamp design, the slew rate has

been improved to 217 V/µs to minimize the dead time.
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Fig. 4: Open-loop integration based time stretcher
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Fig. 5: Open-loop integration based time stretcher

3 Open-loop integration based time stretcher

The Miller integration approach is quite sensitive to

stray capacitances and the operational amplifier requires

a considerable die area and power. Thus an alterna-

tive open-loop integration based approach was studied,

where wide swing cascode current source/sink and a

capacitor was used to implement the time stretcher,

as shown in Fig. 4. In open-loop integration approach

current sinks/sources with high output impedance are

necessary.

3.1 Basic operation

The operating principle of the open-loop time-stretcher

is similar to the integrator based. During the idle state,

the nmos switch is conducting and Vout is zero. Start

opens the nmos switch and thereby removes the short

circuit across the capacitor. The voltage across the ca-

pacitor increases linearly until the rising edge of the
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Fig. 6: Nonlinearity and distance error (a) Miller-Integrator based TS (b) Open-loop integration based TS

Fig. 7: Layout(a) Miller-Integrator based TS (b) Open-loop integration based TS

Stop signal as shown in Fig. 5. The resulting voltage

across the capacitor is a linear ramp directly propor-

tional with time t: Vout(t) = I1 ∗ t/Cconv , where Cconv =

300 fF is the conversion capacitance and I1 = 8.5 µA

is the constant charging current. After the arrival of

the Stop signal, the conversion capacitor is isolated and

the voltage across the capacitor will remain constant. A

current sink with nmos transistors is used to start the

discharge of the capacitor with much smaller current

I2 = 850 nA. The discharge is started on the rising edge

of the Start-Stretch signal. The expanded time interval

can be measured by an on-chip TDC with improved

resolution.

4 Results and Discussion

A time stretcher operate like a time amplifier when

I2 < I1. The capacitor is charged with a constant cur-

rent I1 during the measured time interval T and then

STRETCH TIME

CLK

START STRETCH

STOP STRETCH

STOP INT

COUNT countT

Int-stopcountstretch TT T 

Int-stopT

Fig. 8: Timing diagram for TDC

discharged with a much smaller current, I2. The stretch

factor is defined as I1/I2. The conversion capacitor dis-
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charge time is stretched propotionally : Tstretch = Tk.

A required resolution can be achieved by selecting the

stretch factor k and counting full clock cycles of the

multiphase ring oscillator, also determining the timing

position of an interpolator as shown in Fig. 8. The value

of the conversion capacitor does not have any direct in-

fluence on the stretch factor. The geometrical size ratio

between the two current generators will determine the

stretch factor.

Any deviation from the ideal ramp output voltage

from either circuit is translated into distance error. The

integral non-linearity of the converter is defined as max-

imum deviation of the actual transfer characteristic of

the converter from a straight line [7]. The accuracy of

the time stretching was evaluated in terms of the devia-

tion from a straight line (least squares fit). The integral

non-linearity error is translated into corresponding dis-

tance error at maximum dynamic range for both time

stretchers as shown in Fig. 6a and 6b.

For the Miller integrator based time stretcher, the

switching voltage variations by charge injection from

switches, have an impact on the sensitive integrator

that cause glitches and non-linearity at the start as

shown in Fig. 7a. The evaluation of the integral non-

linearity shows an error of a few cm for full scale range

from 0-12 meters is achievable. The time stretchers are

implemented in a 0.35 µm CMOS process with supply

voltage 3.3V. The integrator based time stretcher oc-

cupies an area 36×28 µ m2 as shown in Fig. 8a and

its current consumption is 646.6 µA. Interestingly, the

open-loop based integrator achieves comparable perfor-

mance, however with smaller circuit area 27×27 µ m2,

considerably lower current consumption 27.08 µA and

with fairly smooth switching transitions as shown in

Fig. 6b. For Miller-integrator based time stretcher, the

idle current consumption of the op-amp is much larger

than charge/discharge currents. Whereas open-loop in-

tegration without an op-amp thus reduces the current

consumption significantly.

5 Conclusion

Two circuits have been investigated as time stretch-

ers for dual conversion: time to charge and charge to

time. The third conversion is time to digital which is

done by the global TDC. Simulation results shows that

low power and compact time stretchers can be built

for on-pixel local analogue electrical storage and later

on-chip integration with time to digital converter to

achieve a distance error of a few cm. The investigated

ideas along with simulated results, evaluation of inte-

gral non-linearity and corresponding distance errors are

presented. Centimetre-level distance measurement error

is achievable by selecting an appropriate approach for

time stretchers, considering compact area, low power

consumption, linearity and stability. The presented idea

will be exploited further with on-chip single photon

avalanche diodes as detectors and an on-chip time to

digital conversion.
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